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August 2020 

Important dates for the  

month: 

Aug 3  Bernie's Quilt  

Aug 10 Kathy D Mystery quilt  

Aug 17 Ice Cream Social with 
games and prizes  

Aug 24 Sewing room tours  

Aug 31 Business mtg.  Check your Sunday email and follow the ZOOM in-

structions for meeting on Mondays at 6:30. Join us for 

the latest updates, Show & Tell, Bernie’s sew along, 

Kathy D’s mystery quilt, Giveaways, Games & so much 

more! 

Hello All, 

Now that I am home so much these past few months and I have watched everything on Netflix, 

Hulu, Amazon Prime & all the cable channels! My latest shows are on HGTV. So now…. I am re-

decorating. Painting the living room & guest bath. Hanging shelves and  shopping on the web. 

There are Amazon boxes arriving at least once a week. I am NOT handy around the house. So I 

call in my sister to hang stuff or trim a tree or two. I’ll call Patty W to put together furniture. 

Some furniture takes us no time at all to put together but then there is the furniture that we 

“THINK” will only takes us an hour and we are still working on it 4 hours and a pizza later. (a 

little swearing included)   

I like my home to be comfortable and lived in. Making quilts for my home is away for me to add 

personality to the décor. It all started to because I was raising two boys, working full time and 

going to college at night. I decide to not take any classes one summer. I got bored quickly. I 

called a paint studio to learn to paint and a quilt shop to learn to quilt. The quilt class was on a 

Friday night and the paint class was the following week. I never made it to the paint class. The 

rest is history! 

Your editor & Chief,  Bernadette 
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Hand Appliqué the “Ellen” way 
 

 
Why I do this - this is the #1 question I’m asked!   I find it to be meditative and relaxing, and its great to 
have a project with me wherever I go. 
 
My favorite method of appliqué is needleturn.   It has minimal prep., and produces nice results for me. 
There are many other methods, and I’ve tried them all - if you decide to give hand appliqué a try, find the 
one that works best for you! 
 

Hand Appliqué Supplies – Necessary items… 
 

Freezer Paper: You can find this in the grocery store - the aisle with 
aluminum  aluminum foil, saran wrap, and sandwich bags. 
 
Marking Tools:  chalk marker or fabric pencil. 
 
Scissors: Paper and fabric scissors. 
 
Pins: Preferably appliqué pins, they are really short pins, sequin or silk pins work 
well too. 
 
Needles: I prefer appliqué sharps, size 9 or 10.   My new favorite brand is Clover Black Gold  appliqué 
sharps - they go through the fabric like buttah!! 
 
Thread: Use coordinating thread. It tends to hide your stitches better if matched with your fabric.  I use 
the YLI silk thread, because your stitches just melt into the fabric. 
 

Here is my basic method: 
 

1.Trace templates from your pattern onto the matte side of Freezer Paper. Cut 
the shapes out, exactly on the line. 

 
2.  With the shiny side down, iron the Freezer Paper onto the right side of the 
fabric. Freezer Paper should adhere to the fabric.  
 

3.  Lightly draw around the shape with a chalk marker or fabric pencil. 
 
4.  Cut out each appliqué about 1⁄4” outside the Freezer Paper shape. Pull the 
Freezer Paper away. 
 
5.  Pin or baste the appliqués onto the background fabric.  For me, this de-
pends on how I’m feeling about the piece in question - I tend to thread baste 
more than pin, because I find my shapes come out more precise. I use Aurifil 
50 wt. thread and baste exactly on my drawn line.  I also wait 24 hours before 
stitching my thread-basted pieces.  This is because the shapes have gotten 
“imprinted”  with the stitching and it makes them easier to turn.  (I learned this 
from an Amish lady at a fruit stand 25 years ago when we were swapping can-
ning recipes - it really works!) 
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Hand Appliqué the “Ellen” way (con’t) 
 

For glue basting, I like Roxanne Glue Baste-It or Jillily Studios 
brands best.  
 
When pinning, as I mentioned in the supplies list, I like to use 
appliqué pins. They are very short so your thread doesn't catch 
on them while stitching. 
 
 6. Stitch in place, using your needle to turn under the seam 
allowance as you stitch. (On inward curves, clip the seam al-
lowance almost to the marked seamline to make turning the 
edge easier.)  I like to use YLI silk thread and sharp appliqué 
needles, or milliners needles.  The sharp ones are great be-
cause they pierce the fabric easily.  The milliners are great be-
cause they are so long that they aid in turning under your 
seam allowance.  

 

I ALWAYS use a thimble. It’s no fun to have a sharp needle 
stab you, and blood adds nothing good to your appliqué!   
(Ask me how I know!) 
 
7. Repeat for all appliqués until the block is complete, remo-
ving the basting thread or pins as you go. 
 
8. I press my blocks face down on my wool pressing mat so 
that the shapes plump up and become more dimensional. 
 

That’s it! Easy Peasy! 
 
Thanks Ellen! 
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Village:  Bonita 

Home State:  Indiana 

Started Quilting: 2005 

A Villager since:  2009  Do you have a favorite line? MODA or go what-

ever I like at the time 

 What is your current project?  Patchwork Mys-

tery Quilt  

 What has been your favorite project? Just fin-

ished a quilt for my grandson and the last one I made 
for him was when he was a kid. 

 Do you have a favorite project that is “out of 
the box” from what you usually do?  Not really 

but I make pot holders for family and friends (they 
make good gifts) 

 Do you do your own quilting? NO, I have a lady 

in Ft Wayne that does my quilting and her prices  are 
good. 

 If you did a quilting trip where would you 

go?    Somewhere I could get ideas and help. 

 

An exclusive in depth interview from Anne Marie P. (No one cried during the interview) 

Lizzie Epps 

Fun Facts about Lizzie’s home state of Indiana 

 Indiana has a total of 31 covered bridges in 

just 450 square miles. The state’s nickname is 

“Covered Bridge Capital of the World” 

 People from Indiana are called Hoosiers. The 

nickname reaches back to the 1830’s. But is  a 

mystery why. 

 The first pro baseball game was played in Ft 

Wayne on May 4, 1871. 
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CHAPTER HAPPENINGS 

MYSTERY QUILT with Kathy D.  

Monthly updates on our ZOOM Meeting 

on 8/10 

SEE KATHY D. FOR MORE 
INFO! 

 

 Ice Cream Social 

August 17! 

GRAB A PINT & A SPOON 

& JOIN THE FUN! 

There will be prizes! 

COMING UP THIS MONTH ON ZOOM! 
 

Visit Your Fellow Quilter’s Quilt Rooms!  

Join zoom on Monday, August 24th. 
Come see how your fellow 

quilters create their  

gorgeous quilts and what  

inspirer's them! 
 

 

Chapter Website:  https://

patchworkgarden.club 
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Step #1–  

 A regular size jelly roll has 40-42  strips 2 1/2” wide. A junior jelly roll has 20 strips 2 1/2” wide.  

 Look at your strips. Start to match strips in pairs that have a good contrast. 

 Sew 2 strip together. For a regular jelly roll you will have 20 strip sets. For a junior jelly roll you 

will have 10 strip sets. Strip sets should equal 4 1/2” wide. 

 Iron seams open. 

 

 

Supplies needed: 

1 jelly roll (or 40 2 1/2” strips) 

1 yard for outer boarder 

3/4 yd for inner boarder 

3/4 yard for binding 

60 degree ruler 

Ruler Tape  

Step #2 Cutting - 

 Lay your strip on the cutting mat. Using your 60 degree 

ruler measure the width of your strip. Your strip should 

be 4 1/2” wide. (give or take) mark the ruler with  tape 

or other marking tool at the bottom of your strip.  

 Line the 60 degree ruler on the strip and make your 1st 

cut. From right to left. (if right handed) 

 Leave you strip on the mat. Do not move the strip. Flip 

your ruler upside down so the point is pointing towards 

you. Cut from left to right. (if right handed) 

 You will get 12 cuts per strip. (more but we only need 

12) 

 Pin your 12 triangles together for the next step. 

STEP #2 August 3 

 

CUT 2 
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SHOUT OUT TO: Special Thanks - 

Executive board members for their tireless efforts to make us a great chapter! 

Ginnie for you tireless efforts to get us all signed onto the new guild website.  

Dan for the funnies. 

Karen Smith & Beth Cross for organizing the charity events. Beth for holding all the charity 
stuff in your house. Karen for all the quilting you do for us. 

Pam Pike for making Classes happen & tearlessly tracking down teachers for us. 

Thanks to our journalist in charge : Anne Marie Phillips and our new outside The Villages report 
Tena V. 

Together we all make up a great group to visit with each week! 

Chapter Website:  https://

patchworkgarden.club 

Happy 29th birthday to our  

August Babies:  

Patty A.   Cindy    Lizzie   Mary   

Sally R. 

Social Distancing is 

2 yards away from 

one another 

JOIN THE FUN ON OUR VERY OWN FACEBOOK PAGE! 

PATCHWORK GARDEN QUILTERS TV 


